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Abstract— In conventional polar format algorithm (PFA),
the effective imaging scene is bounded to a limited region near
the reference point unless postprocessing is utilized. In a previous
paper, refocusing and zoom-in PFA (RZPFA) for curvilinear
spotlight SAR imaging were proposed to produce a refocused
image for an arbitrary region of interest (ROI) with constant
elevation. However, for certain applications, the residual distor-
tion and defocus caused by rugged terrain could not be ignored.
In this article, RZPFA is adapted to incorporate the known
digital elevation model (DEM) into the imaging process, which is
named as orthorectified PFA (OPFA). With just little additional
computations than RZPFA, OPFA can realize georeferenced
orthorectified imaging via a nonuniform fast Fourier transform
of type 3 (NuFFT-3) without the need of postprocessing. The
quantitative metrics for the residual DEM distortion and residual
DEM defocus were also derived to determine the effective imaging
extent of OPFA. Within the effective extent, the proposed OPFA
can obtain an orthorectified image efficiently, and the image
has a very high quality comparable to backprojection (BP). The
imaging results of measured echo and DEM data demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms— Digital elevation model (DEM), georefer-
enced imaging, nonuniform fast Fourier transform, orthorec-
tified synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging, polar format
algorithm (PFA).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE past decades have witnessed an ever-increasing devel-
opment in the fields of remote sensing [1], among which

synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is of great importance for
its unique all-day, all-weather sensing capability [2]. Similar
to many other fields, the research of SAR has also entered
the era of image processing based on deep learning [3],
and commercial SAR startups are springing up [4], [5]. The
research in SAR imaging has focused on algorithms for novel
modes, such as bistatic SAR [6], multistatic SAR [7], multiple
input multiple output SAR (MIMO-SAR) [8], and video
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SAR [9], [10], as well as imaging of moving targets [11] and
computational imaging algorithms with constraints [12].

Most conventional SAR imaging algorithms rely on the
assumption of flat terrain to enable easier representation in the
frequency domain. Departing from this assumption, the back-
projection (BP) algorithm accommodates a rugged scenario
by virtue of its operation in time-domain, where the digital
elevation model (DEM) can be easily incorporated into the
calculation of slant ranges. Known for its high efficiency and
simple implementation, with proper modifications shown in
this article, the polar format algorithm (PFA) [13] can also
form orthorectified image directly. As a result, the traditional
orthorectification process [14], [15] becomes unnecessary for
PFA, and the imaging results can be directly fused with
orthoimageries obtained from other sensors.

Conventionally, BP has three advantages over PFA: 1) inher-
ent accommodation for curved wavefronts without geometric
distortions or image defocus; 2) feasibility of imaging of echo
data collected on an arbitrary flight path; and 3) direct compu-
tation of an orthorectified image onto an existing DEM without
depth-of-focus distortions [16]. The first two advantages of BP
mentioned above have also been realized by the refocusing
and zoom-in polar format algorithm (RZPFA) [17], which is
efficiently realized via a nonuniform fast Fourier transform
of type 3 (NuFFT-3) [18], [19]. Building on the RZPFA,
in this article, we propose another variant of PFA, namely,
orthorectified PFA (OPFA), which shows that DEM can also
be incorporated in PFA and result in orthorectified imaging
both accurately and efficiently.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
the geometry of imaging on nonflat scenario and the signal
model is presented. In Section III, OPFA is explained in detail.
In Section IV, some commentaries on OPFA and its connec-
tions with RZPFA are given. In Section V, experimental results
on measured echo and DEM data are provided. In Section VI,
conclusions are given.

II. IMAGING GEOMETRY AND SIGNAL MODEL

The imaging geometry on a nonflat terrain is shown
in Fig. 1. There are two coordinate systems: one is the
original coordinate system (OCS) defined by the motion
measurements (o−xyz, black colored) and the other one is the
refocusing coordinate system (ReCS) centered at the region
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Fig. 1. Geometry of curvilinear spotlight SAR imaging with DEM.

of interest (ROI, oi − xi yi zi , blue colored). The radar-carrying
platform flies along a general curvilinear trajectory and
works in spotlight mode. Let ra = [xa, ya, za]T denote the
instantaneous location of radar antenna phase center (APC),
then its instantaneous slant range from o is given by

R0 = R0(t) = �ra� =
√

x2
a + y2

a + z2
a . (1)

Let rt = [x, y, z(x, y)]T denote the location of an arbitrary
target P in OCS, with the elevation value given by the known
DEM z(x, y), then its instantaneous slant range from ra is

Rt = Rt (x, y, z(x, y); t) = �rt − ra�
=

√
(x − xa)

2 + (y − ya)
2 + (z − za)

2. (2)

To simplify subsequent analysis without the loss of general-
ity, the curvilinear synthetic aperture is assumed to be occurred
in the time interval of t ∈ [−1, 1], and the time instant at
the aperture center is defined as the initial time (t = 0).
Let rc = [xc, yc, zc]T denote the coordinates of the synthetic
aperture center, its slant range from rt is written as

Rtc = Rt (x, y, z(x, y); t = 0) = �rt − rc�
=

√
(x − xc)

2 + (y − yc)
2 + (z − zc)

2. (3)

After dechirping and range de-skew [20], the phase of
echoed signal from target P can be expressed as

S0 = exp[− j K (Rt − R0)] = exp(− j K�R0) (4)

where K = 4π f /c denotes the wavenumber, f is the linear
frequency, c is the speed of light, and �R0 = Rt − R0 denotes
the differential range of P with respect to o.

III. OPFA METHODOLOGY

OPFA comprises of four main procedures: 1) a refocusing
process to reset the ROI center as the refocusing point; 2) cal-
culation of the nonuniform input wavenumber distribution
after refocusing; 3) calculation of the nonuniform output pixel
grid based on the derived orthorectified distortion mapping
(ODM); and 4) orthorectified imaging via NuFFT-3. The
methodology of OPFA is very similar to RZPFA [17], and
the only difference is that OPFA is more general, where

nonflat scene is considered and DEM is incorporated, so that
orthorectified image can be obtained directly. In short, OPFA
has all the advantages of BP, yet it still keeps the high
efficiency of the PFA family [17], [21], [22].

A. Refocusing

As demonstrated in [17] and [20]–[22], the plane-wave
assumption in PFA will lead to intolerable distortion and
defocus when the target gets farther away from o. In addition,
when the scene is nonflat, targets’ elevation offsets from the
imaging plane will cause additional distortion and defocus.

Given the DEM of the ROI and accurate positional mea-
surements of the radar platform, it is feasible to reset the
ROI center as the new reference point oi via a simple phase
compensation on S0 [17]. After refocusing, the above two
sources of distortion and defocus can be largely mitigated
altogether. As a result, within a certain area around the ROI,
image defocus can be neglected, and the extent for the defocus-
negligible region for a nonflat terrain after refocusing will be
given in Section IV-B.

Let oi = [Xi , Yi , Zi ]T denote the coordinates of ROI center
in OCS. As colored blue in Fig. 1, the instantaneous slant
range between ra and oi can be calculated by

Ri = Rt (Xi , Yi , Zi ; t) = �ra − oi�
=

√
(Xi − xa)

2 + (Yi − ya)
2 + (Zi − za)

2 (5)

, and the slant range between rc and oi is given by

Ric = Rt (Xi , Yi , Zi; t = 0) = �rc − oi�
=

√
(Xi − xc)

2 + (Yi − yc)
2 + (Zi − zc)

2. (6)

The differential range of P with respect to oi is written as

�Ri = Rt − Ri = (Rt − R0) + (R0 − Ri ) = �R0 + �i (7)

where �i = R0 − Ri is the instantaneous difference between
R0 and Ri .

Let Si denote the ideal dechirped signal phase from P with
respect to oi. According to (4) and (7), then Si can be obtained
via a simple phase compensation from S0 as

Si = exp(− j K�Ri) = exp[− j K (�R0 + �i )]

= S0 exp(− j K�i). (8)

B. Wavenumber Distribution After Refocusing

When the imaging scene is small enough compared to
its distance from the radar APC, after refocusing on oi,
followed by a first-order 2-D spatial Taylor series expansion
of �Ri with respect to (x, y) = (Xi , Yi ), the approximate
differential range of PFA under plane-wave assumption is
given by [17], [21]:

�Rpi = − (xa − Xi )(x − Xi) + (ya − Yi )(y − Yi )

Ri
(9)

where (x − Xi , y − Yi ) is the distortion-free reconstructed
location of target P in the refocused PFA image centered at
oi on the imaging plane xi − oi − yi .
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Let (x̂i , ŷi) = [x̂i(x, y; z(x, y)), ŷi(x, y; z(x, y))] denote
the actual reconstructed location of target P in the refocused
PFA image. Because of an increasing extent or a drastic
elevation variation of the ROI, distortion may become non-
negligible even after the refocusing, which means (x̂i , ŷi) �=
(x − Xi , y − Yi ). In this case, �Rpi should be rewritten as

�Rpi = − (xa − Xi )x̂i + (ya − Yi )ŷi

Ri
. (10)

Fortunately, the 2.5-D-to-2-D mapping of (x, y; z(x, y)) →
(x̂i , ŷi), namely ODM, can be derived and will be given later
in Section III-C.

In (8), by replacing �Ri with �Rpi given in (10), Si is now
approximated as

Si ≈ exp
(− j K�Rpi

) = exp

[
j K

(xa − Xi )x̂i + (ya − Yi )ŷi

Ri

]

= exp
(

j K̂xi x̂i + j K̂ yi ŷi
)

(11)

where K̂xi and K̂ yi are the Cartesian wavenumber in ReCS,
given by

K̂xi = K cos ϕi cos θi , K̂ yi = K cos ϕi sin θi (12)

and θi and ϕi are the azimuth and depression angle of ra with
respect to oi, which are shown in Fig. 1 and are expressed as

ϕi = arcsin

(
za − Zi

Ri

)
, θi = arctan

(
ya − Yi

xa − Xi

)
. (13)

From (12) and (13), it is shown that the wavenumber is
still in polar format, and its 2-D distribution of (K̂xi , K̂ yi) is
nonuniform and depends on oi.

C. ODM

When the extent of the ROI is relatively large or the image
resolution is relatively high, the plane-wave assumption will
fail, and the problem of residual distortion after refocusing
should be considered and compensated [17]. Particularly,
the elevation variation of a nonflat scene will further aggra-
vate the distortion effect. To describe the image distortion
pattern in the refocused PFA image of a nonflat scene, ODM
is proposed and derived. ODM includes both the original
distortion of PFA for a flat terrain and the additional distortion
caused by a nonflat terrain (DEM distortion).

The location of a target in the reconstructed SAR image
is determined by the constant and first-order temporal terms
of the differential range. Similar to [17], [21], and [22], after
temporal Taylor series expansion of �Ri and �Rpi at the
aperture center (t = 0), followed by equating their respective
constant and first-order temporal coefficients, ODM can be
derived as:

x̂i = x̂i(x, y; z(x, y)) = ẏc Di − (yc − Yi )Ei

Fi

ŷi = ŷi(x, y; z(x, y)) = −ẋc Di + (xc − Xi)Ei

Fi
(14)

where (ẋc, ẏc, żc) denotes the first-order temporal derivatives
of (xa, ya, za) at t = 0, and Di , Ei , Fi , Ai , and A are

intermediate mapping functions defined as

Di = Di (x, y; z(x, y)) = R2
ic − Ric Rtc

Ei = Ei(x, y; z(x, y)) = 2Ai − ARic

Rtc
− Ai Rtc

Ric

Fi = (xc − Xi )ẏc − (yc − Yi )ẋc

A = A(x, y; z(x, y))

= (xc − x)ẋc + (yc − y)ẏc + (zc − z)żc

Ai = (xc − Xi )ẋc + (yc − Yi )ẏc + (zc − Zi)żc. (15)

The derivation of ODM is very similar to the refocused
distortion mapping (RDM) in [17, Appendix A], except that
RDM only considers the distortion of a flat scene, so we do
not repeat here. To facilitate an easier reference, this article
follows the same notations.

D. OPFA Imaging via NuFFT-3

Let zr = z(xr , yr ) denote the known DEM defined on
a uniform mesh grid (xr , yr ) that represents the ROI, and
(x̂ri , ŷri ) denote the corresponding distorted 2-D nonuniform
grid. Given the sufficient accuracy of ODM, for each pixel
on the DEM surface (xr , yr ; zr ), its reconstructed location in
the distorted refocused image can be calculated explicitly via
ODM (14). Furthermore, as the ODM is a pixel-to-pixel map-
ping, through a direct calculation of the 2-D Fourier transform
on the distorted nonuniform grid (x̂ri , ŷri ), the intensity of
dislocated pixels is stored back to their actual locations and
image distortion is corrected simultaneously, and the process
is represented by

I (xr , yr )
ODM= Ii (x̂ri , ŷri)

=
∫∫

Si

(
K̂xi , K̂ yi

)
× exp

(−j K̂xi x̂ri − j K̂ yi ŷri
)
d Kxi d Kyi (16)

where I (xr , yr ) denotes the desired orthorectified image,
Ii (x̂ri , ŷri ) denotes the distorted refocused PFA image, ODM=
denotes pixelwise intensity equality between I (xr , yr ), and
Ii (x̂ri , ŷri ) via ODM, (Kxi , Kyi ) denotes the uniform Cartesian
wavenumber grid in ReCS.

In (16), taking (K̂xi , K̂ yi ) as the input grid and (x̂ri , ŷri )
as the output grid, then both the input signal Si (K̂xi , K̂ yi )
and the output image Ii (x̂i , ŷi ) are nonuniformly distributed.
Therefore, (16) takes the form of nonuniform Fourier trans-
form of type-3 [18], [19]. As a result, the whole orthorectified
imaging of OPFA can be realized efficiently via a single
NuFFT-3.

IV. COMMENTARIES ON OPFA

In this section, the consistency and difference between
OPFA and RZPFA are given. Furthermore, for an analysis of
the effective imaging extent of OPFA, the residual DEM dis-
tortion and residual DEM defocus after refocusing is derived.
Finally, this section ends with a brief summary and outlook
of OPFA.
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A. Consistency and Difference Between OPFA and RZPFA

Clearly, the methodology subsumes the idealized case of flat
scene as a special case. Particularly, with z = 0 and Zi = 0, all
the equations mentioned reduce to the corresponding equations
in [17]. It proves that RZPFA is a special case of OPFA,
or equivalently, RDM is a special case of ODM. Based on (14),
RDM can be written as

x̂i0 = x̂i(x, y; z = 0, Zi = 0) = ẏc Di0 − (yc − Yi )Ei0

Fi

ŷi0 = ŷi(x, y; z =0, Zi =0)= −ẋc Di0 + (xc − Xi )Ei0

Fi
(17)

where Di0 and Ei0 denote the corresponding functions of Di

and Ei in (15) by imposing z = 0 and Zi = 0 on all related
functions and variables.

As will be demonstrated by the experimental results in
Section V-C, when defocus can be ignored, OPFA is equivalent
to BP with DEM, and RZPFA is equivalent to BP without
DEM. Consequently, a metric for the residual distortion merely
caused by the terrain (DEM distortion) can be represented by
the relative displacement between RDM and ODM as

δi (x, y) = δi(x, y; z(x, y), Xi , Yi , Zi )

=
√

(x̂i − x̂i0)
2 + (ŷi − ŷi0)

2. (18)

B. Defocus-Negligible Region (DeR)

After OPFA, image distortion is compensated. However,
as ODM only guarantees the equivalence between the cor-
responding temporal Taylor expansion coefficients of �Ri

and �Rpi up to the first order, image defocus caused by
the residual quadratic phase error (RQPE) will still impose
restrictions on the effective extent of OPFA. Let �qi define the
approximated maximum RQPE after refocusing and λc denote
the carrier wavelength. Similar to [17], �qi can be expressed
as a function of (x, y) as

�qi = �qi(x, y; z(x, y), Xi , Yi , Zi )

= 2π

λc

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

G R2
tc−A2

R3
tc

− Gi R2
ic − A2

i

R3
ic

+ . . .

− Bi
(

Ric R̈ic − 2Ṙ2
ic

)
R3

ic

− 2Ci Ṙic − Hi Ric

R2
ic

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(19)

where Ṙic and R̈ic are the first-order and second-order
temporal derivative values of Ri at t = 0, given by

Ṙic = Ai

Ric
, R̈ic = Gi R2

ic − A2
i

R3
ic

. (20)

Bi , Ci , and Hi are the intermediate functions of (x, y; z(x, y))
based on ODM

Bi = Bi(x, y; z(x, y)) = (xc − Xi )x̂i + (yc − Yi)ŷi

Ci = Ci (x, y; z(x, y)) = ẋc x̂i + ẏc ŷi

Hi = Hi(x, y; z(x, y)) = ẍc x̂i + ÿc ŷi . (21)

G and Gi are the intermediate functions given as

G = G(x, y; z(x, y))

= ẋ2
c + ẏ2

c + ż2
c + (xc − x)ẍc + (yc − y)ÿc + (zc − z)z̈c

Gi = ẋ2
c + ẏ2

c + ż2
c + . . .

+ (xc − Xi)ẍc + (yc − Yi )ÿc + (zc − Zi)z̈c (22)

and (ẍc, ÿc, z̈c) denotes the second-order temporal derivatives
of (xa, ya, za) at t = 0.

Similarly, the detailed derivations of (19) can refer to [17].
By restricting �qi (x, y) to a certain threshold value η, a DeR
can be defined. When the ROI exceeds the DeR, we can solve
this problem through a division-imaging-stitch way. Similarly,
for a flat scenario, we have �qi0(x, y) = �qi (x, y; z = 0,
Zi = 0).

C. Brief Summary and Outlook

As OPFA inherits all the advantages of RZPFA, it is an
efficient, distortion-free, defocus-negligible, zoom-able, and
persistent imaging algorithm for spotlight SAR imaging under
curvilinear trajectory. Since RZPFA only considered the dis-
tortion caused by plane-wave assumption in a flat scene,
it can only achieve quasi-orthorectified imaging [17]. While
for OPFA, with DEM distortion incorporated naturally in
the built-in distortion compensation of RZPFA, orthorectified
imaging becomes possible via a similar NuFFT-3. As the
differences of the two algorithms lie only in the items related
to z and Zi , their complexities are very close. After filling the
gap of orthorectified imaging, now OPFA has realized all the
advantages of BP, yet it is much more efficient, providing a
favorable choice for general spotlight SAR imaging.

As a byproduct of this algorithm, when DEM and the flight
trajectory are both known, the derived mappings can be used
to orthorectify PFA or BP images that were formed without
DEM via image interpolation [14], [15]. Vice versa, when
DEM is not given, then the derived functions also provide
accurate mappings for DEM extraction from multiview SAR
images [23], [24]. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm can
be further modified in several ways: 1) utilized as an effi-
cient forward and adjoint operator for iterative SAR imaging
and simultaneous autofocusing via solving an inverse prob-
lem [25], [26]; 2) adapted to enable and accelerate large scene
imaging by leveraging the division-decimation-upsampling-
recursion technique like fast BP algorithms [27]–[29]; and
3) extend the OPFA to advanced SAR configurations such as
bistatic PFA [30], [31].

V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Data Preparation

Regarding the radar echo data, the open data set named
Gotcha large scene data was utilized [32]. The data set was
collected in spotlight mode with a bandwidth of 600 MHz cen-
tered at 9.6 GHz, illuminating a scene of about 5 km × 5 km.
The data collection consists of ten successive blocks along
slow time, each block has 3000 pulses, and each pulse has
21 232 range samples.
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For the DEM data, we downloaded one that covers
the Gotcha data area from the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) website [33]. It is a 3-D elevation program
seamless product with a resolution of 1/3 arc-second and
coverage of 1 square degree. The whole latitude ranges from
39◦ N to 40◦ N, and longitude ranges from 85◦ W to 84◦ W.

Let φlat0, φlon0, and Z0 denote the latitude, longitude, and
height of the reference center o. For a maximum extent of
5 km × 5 km, the earth curvature is trivial, thus can be ignored,
and (latitude, longitude) can be regarded as linearly related to
the (x, y) since the OCS is a local east-north-up coordinate
system. According to an approximate coordinates transform
from Wikipedia [34], we have

Lat1 = 111132.92 − 559.82 × cos(2φlat0) + . . .

+ 1.175 × cos(4φlat0) − 0.0023 × cos(6φlat0)

Lon1 = 111412.84 × cos(φlon0) + . . .

− 93.5 × cos(3φlon0) + 0.118 × cos(5φlon0) (23)

where Lat1 and Lon1 are the ground length for one degree in
latitude and longitude at o.

For each pixel of the ROI grid (xr , yr ) in OCS, its corre-
sponding latitude and longitude can be approximated as

φlat(yr ) = yr

Lat1
+ φlat0, φlon(xr ) = xr

Lon1
+ φlon0. (24)

As the coordinates of the reference point are not given in
the Gotcha data, we calibrated the values based on the imaging
quality of BP and OPFA, and the resulting values are φlat0 =
39.779721◦N, φlon0 = 84.098365◦W, Z0 = 244 m, Lat1 =
110992.3 m, and Lon1 = 11484.1 m. With the above equations
and values, for any ROI grid within the Gotcha data area,
we can obtain its DEM via 2-D interpolation on the original
DEM. After that, a subtraction of Z0 is conducted to get the
final DEM defined in OCS.

B. Imaging Results of a Large ROI

First, we tested the imaging performance of OPFA for a
large centered ROI with an extent of 4096 m × 4096 m,
with RZPFA as a benchmark. Only the first five blocks of
the Gotcha data were used because of the limited memory.
The obtained DEM is shown in Fig. 2(a), and after subtracting
Z0, the maximum and minimum heights within the ROI are
64.52 and −14.37 m, respectively, with an average value
of 13.26 m. Calculated according to (18), the DEM distortion
without refocusing is shown in Fig. 2(b). The DEM distortion
values show a positive correlation with the DEM values
in Fig. 2(a), and both present a general increasing trend from
left to right and from top to bottom. Within the large ROI,
the maximum and average displacements caused by DEM
distortion are 75.54 and 17.96 m, which could not be neglected
for demanding applications.

Although it is straightforward to compensate for the residual
distortion after imaging via image interpolation with the
derived distortion mappings, we will show that it is unnec-
essary since we could incorporate all the necessary distortion
in the OPFA imaging process. Unless otherwise specified,
the fast Gaussian grid nonuniform fast Fourier transform
(FGG-NuFFT) [18], [35] was used for RZPFA and OPFA with

Fig. 2. (a) DEM of the large ROI. (b) DEM distortion of the large ROI.

an error threshold of 10−6, and all imaging results are shown
in normalized magnitude above −70 dB.

For the large ROI, the results via RZPFA and OPFA are
shown in Fig. 3. Both figures were formed without post-
processing, with most streets being straight and most buildings
being rectangular. However, if we have a close-up view of the
bottom right part, there is an obvious displacement between the
two figures, which represents the residual DEM distortion and
attributes to the large displacement values shown in Fig. 2(b).

Furthermore, the approximated maximum RQPE without
DEM (�qi0) and with DEM (�qi ) were calculated and shown
by a green contour (η = π/8) and a magenta contour
(η = π/4) in Fig. 3(a) and (b). It is shown that the contours
in Fig. 3(a) are very smooth when DEM is not considered.
While in Fig. 3(b), the contours tend to bend in nonflat
areas. By comparing these two figures, the defocus of a
certain area, such as the closed inner contour in the top
right of Fig. 3(b), becomes nonnegligible just because of the
large elevation offsets from the imaging plane. An interesting
phenomenon can be observed in the center of the white frame
in Fig. 3(b), and the contours, in fact, form a U-pattern,
showing accordance with the U-pattern terrain bump in Fig. 2.

C. Imaging Results of Smaller ROIs

To better illustrate the effect of OPFA for residual DEM dis-
tortion compensation, the bottom right quarter of the large ROI
was imaged using RZPFA and OPFA, and the orthoimagery
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Fig. 3. Imaging results of the large ROI. (a) RZPFA. (b) OPFA.

from Google Earth was chosen as a comparison. The results
are shown in Fig. 4, and the reader is kindly requested to
ignore changes such as new buildings as the orthoimagery
was collected later than the Gotcha data. Fig. 4(a) and (d)
shows the results formed by RZPFA and OPFA, respectively.
To facilitate comparison, the same orthoimagery is presented
twice in Fig. 4(b) and (c), and some auxiliary straight lines are
drawn. After the refocusing on the center of the smaller ROI,
the residual defocus can be ignored, and both Fig. 4(a) and (d)
are well-focused. However, by comparing the RZPFA image
with the orthoimagery horizontally and vertically, notable
distortion can be observed, which demonstrates the existence
of residual DEM distortion. While for the OPFA image, all
features are well aligned with the corresponding features in
the orthoimagery, which validated its orthorectified imaging
capability. To further facilitate comparison, the top right por-
tions of Fig. 4 are zoomed and shown in Fig. 5.

Finally, the U-pattern area within the white frame
in Fig. 2(a) is formed via RZPFA, OPFA, BP (with DEM),
and BP (without DEM). For RZPFA and OPFA, based on
the calculations of approximate maximum RQPE via (19),
defocus can be ignored after the refocusing. At this time,
to reduce the imaging time of BP, only one block of Gotcha
data was utilized, and the BP code in [36] was implemented.
The average elapsed time in seconds over the ten blocks for

Fig. 4. Imaging results of the bottom right quarter ROI. (a) RZPFA.
(b) and (c) Google Earth orthoimagery. (d) OPFA.

Fig. 5. Zoomed-in results of the top right portions of Fig. 4. (a) RZPFA.
(b) Google earth orthoimagery. (c) OPFA.

TABLE I

AVERAGE ELAPSED TIME COMPARISON

pixel numbers of 512 × 512 and 1024 × 1024 was recorded
and is shown in Table I. The time values show that RZPFA
and OPFA are much efficient than BP. When the number of
pixel grew from 512 × 512 to 1024 × 1024, the elapsed time
of BP grew dramatically, whereas RZPFA and OPFA only
experienced a very small increase. Besides, the extra time of
OPFA over RZPFA is very small, which validated the previous
analysis.
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Fig. 6. Imaging results of the U-pattern area. (a) DEM. (b) Google Earth orthoimagery. (c) RZPFA. (d) OPFA. (e) BP (without DEM). (f) BP (with DEM).

The imaging results of the last data block are shown
in Fig. 6, where Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the DEM and orthoim-
agery of the U-pattern area, respectively. Fig. 6(c) and (d)
shows the results via RZPFA and OPFA. Fig. 6(e) and (f)
shows the results via BP without and with DEM. For an
easier observation, some roads in Fig. 6(b) were extracted and
represented by white dotted lines and then were superimposed
on the same location in Fig. 6(c)–(f). In Fig. 6(c) and (e),
the white dotted lines could not cover the corresponding roads,
showing an evident residual distortion for RZPFA and BP
(without DEM). Nevertheless, their same distortion pattern

TABLE II

CORRELATION VALUES BETWEEN IMAGE PAIRS

proved the equivalence between them. On the contrary, the dot-
ted lines matched with the roads in Fig. 6(d) and (f) perfectly,
so as other feathers demonstrated the orthorectified imaging
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ability of OPFA and also an equivalence between OPFA and
BP (with DEM).

The correlation value between magnitude image pairs for
the above four imaging methods was calculated and is shown
in Table II. The extremely high correlation values between
RZPFA and BP (without DEM) and between OPFA and BP
(with DEM) also support the conclusions numerically.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, OPFA for general curvilinear spotlight SAR
orthorectified imaging on arbitrary ROI with DEM is pro-
posed. Through OPFA, orthorectified images can be formed
efficiently without any postprocessing. OPFA has comparable
performance and flexibility as BP and is more efficient than
BP, making it as a competitive choice for spotlight SAR
imaging. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been
verified by the results of real data.
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